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Tiled Auxetic Cylinders for Soft Robots
Melanie F. Simons1,2∗, Krishna Manaswi Digumarti1∗, Andrew T. Conn1,3 and Jonathan Rossiter1,2
Abstract— Compliant structures allow robots to overcome
environmental challenges by deforming and conforming their
bodies. In this paper, we investigate auxetic structures as a
means of achieving this compliance for soft robots. Taking
a tiling based approach, we fabricate 3D printed cylindrical
auxetic structures to create tiled auxetic cylinders (TACs). We
characterise the relative stiffness of the structures and show
that variation in behaviour can be achieved by modifying the
geometry within the same tiling family. In addition, we analysed
the equivalent Poisson’s ratio and found the range between the
investigated designs to span from -0.33 to -2. Furthermore,
we demonstrate a conceptual application in the design of a soft
robot using the auxetic cylinders. We show that these structures
can reactively change in shape, thereby reducing the complexity
of control, with potential applications in confined spaces such
as the human body, or for exploration through unpredictable
terrain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Soft structures give organisms the ability to deform and
conform their bodies [1]. This enables them to adapt to
challenges in their complex environments. Designs inspired
by these structures have been used in the construction of
a new generation of robots that are intrinsically compliant,
which allows for a high degree of adaptability and agility [2].
Meta-materials have been proposed as a means of designing
compliant structures for soft robots [3], which can expand
the capability for shape-change within material elastic limits.
In this paper, we focus on auxetic structures which are a
class of meta-materials. These structures are characterised
by a negative Poisson’s ratio, i.e. they increase in dimension
along a direction perpendicular to that in which they are
being stretched.
An advantage of meta-materials is that compliance can
be achieved through the use of both soft materials [4] (ex-
hibiting large deformation for the forces that they typically
encounter [5]) or rigid materials [6] for structural strength,
or a combination of both [7]. This offers greater freedom in
the choice of materials when designing a soft robot.
Auxetics have become increasingly popular over the past
few years due to their complex and tunable mechanical
properties. This is exploited in the design of biomedical
devices such as cardiovascular stents [8], deployable struc-
tures [9], [10], architecture [11] and energy absorbing foams
[12]. Most studies in the literature have focused on two
dimensional sheets and three dimensional lattices. A com-
putational estimation of mechanical properties is presented
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Fig. 1. The four auxetic designs studied are (A) re-entrant sinusoid, (B)
modified re-entrant sinusoid, (C) re-entrant hexagon oriented along the axis
and (D) re-entrant hexagon oriented perpendicular to the axis.
in [13] and an experimental verification of properties in 2D
hexagons is presented in [14]. In this paper, we characterise
the mechanical properties of auxetic cylinders; planar sheets
rolled up into a cylindrical configuration. A cylindrical
auxetic has been 3D printed onto a tubular elastomer balloon
[15], however we present a simpler process of fabrication in
addition to characterising the structures which was absent in
that work.
One of the first applications to robot design was presented
in [16] where patterns of holes in a 3D printed structure
resulted in preferential twisting or bending upon loading. In
[3], a 3D auxetic lattice was used in combination with a non-
auxetic lattice (positive Poisson’s ratio) in a pipe-climbing
robot. This study showed a reduction in complexity of the
robot’s control facilitated by the choice of design, akin to the
concept of morphological computation [17]. In a similar vein,
a programmed planar sheet was designed in [18] to conform
to objects of varied shapes. More recently, sets of handed
auxetics [19] have been proposed as a possible alternative to
conventional soft robot actuators such as pneumatic networks
[20].
Auxetic designs are rarely seen in nature [21] and hence
most designs are hand-crafted (inspired for example from
ancient motifs [4]) to suit a specific application. In this
paper, we take a tiling based approach for the design of
auxetics which has been studied in [22]. In particular, we
focus on isohedral tiling patterns [23]. These patterns are
categorised into classes based on the shape and dimensions
of an individual tile. They are further classified into families
defined by the pattern of repetition of the minimal repeating
unit. A study of mechanical properties (Young’s modulus,
Poisson’s ratio and bending stiffness) of sheet materials de-
signed using isohedral tilings is presented in [24]. Though the
study provides indication of the auxetic property of certain
patterns, this behaviour was not explicitly investigated. An
advantage of the tile based approach is that it is conducive
to parameterisation. This implies that the structures can be
tuned to achieve desirable mechanical properties. Indeed, we
demonstrate this change in behaviour in our work.
This paper records the characterisation of four different
auxetic structures that have been constructed into a cylindri-
cal shape. We call these tiled auxetic cylinders (TACs). The
elongation force required to stretch the auxetic structure in
length and the change in diameter are analysed. Comparisons
are made between the various auxetic designs in terms
of changes in these properties. Furthermore, an application
within robotics of these TACs is illustrated.
II. DESIGN
A. Fabrication
The auxetic structures presented in this work were 3D
printed in a single plane on a desktop 3D printer (Wan-
hao Duplicator i3) with thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU,
rigid.ink, Youngs modulus = 15.5MPa [24], Poisson’s ratio
= 0.48 [25], Shore A Hardness: 94A). The thickness of each
sheet was 1mm. They were then rolled up to form a cylindri-
cal structure that bonded together place with adhesive (Ethyl
2-cyanoacrylate, Loctite superglue). The flexible nature of
the material facilitated the construction of a 3D structure
from a 2D sheet. Loops were printed on the structure so that
the free ends of the cylinder could be suitably clamped in the
experiments that characterise their mechanical properties.
B. Auxetic Design
Four different auxetic designs were studied, which were all
re-entrant structures. The first two designs (A and B in fig. 1)
are re-entrant sinusoids [26] and the second two (C and D in
fig. 1) are re-entrant hexagons [27]. The difference between
the two hexagons is the orientation of the pattern with respect
to the axis of the cylinder. The designs are referred to as
being oriented along the axis (C in fig. 1) and perpendicular
to the axis (D in fig. 1) based on the angle that that the
parallel rods make with the longitudinal axis of the cylinder.
Fig. 2. (a) Isohedral tiling pattern with square tiles. Triangles indicate
orientation of tiles. Arrows indicate tiling directions. Dotted line shows a
re-entrant sinusiod on the minimal repeating unit. (b) Re-entrant sinusoid
(dotted line) overlaid on the modified re-entrant sinusoid (grey) showing
that both the structures belong to the same isohedral tiling family. The
point P that is common to four neighbouring tiles is the point of rotation.
(c) Isohedral tiling pattern with hexagonal tiles. In this case, all the tiles
have the same orientation. The re-entrant hexagon is shown with a dotted
line. θ denotes the re-entrant angle.
The re-entrant sinusoid designs belong to the same family
of isohedral tiling [28], which can be described as a pattern of
square tiles (fig. 2a). They are effectively the same design,
the difference being that the latter, referred to here as the
modified re-entrant sinusoid, has enlarged rotation points that
makes it stiffer than the simple re-entrant sinusoid (point P in
fig. 2b). The smallest repeating unit in the pattern is a pair of
adjacent tiles oriented perpendicular to each other (fig. 2a).
The hexagonal designs belong to belong to a family with
hexagonal tiles which are arranged next to each other in
the same orientation (fig. 2c) rather than perpendicular to
its neighbouring tile as seen in the sinusoidal designs. The
re-entrant hexagon structure was orientated in two different
ways to create the cylindrical structure: along the axis and
perpendicular to the axis.
These four designs have been selected to illustrate the
effect of change in geometry and orientation of patterns on
mechanical properties when they belong to the same family
of tilings. Several other patterns exist such as arrowheads
[12], stars [13] and chiral geometries [10],[12],[13]. Their
analysis, including different orientations, will be considered
in future studies.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Fig. 3. The experimental setup used to determine the relationship between
elongation force
and elongation in length of a cylindrical auxetic structure.
To measure the relationship between elongation force and
length, the cylindrical structures were held in a linear stage
with the axis parallel to the horizontal (fig. 3). One end of
the cylinder was fixed to a load cell (Model no. 1022, Tedea-
Huntleigh, max. load 5kg) while the other end was connected
to the moving carriage which moved at a constant rate of
0.45mm/s imposing an elongation in length. Two wooden
supports were inserted into the diametrically opposite loops
at each free end of the cylinder, oriented perpendicular to
one another and to the axis of the cylinder resulting in
four points of contact at either end. The rotation of the
structure was thus constrained, while allowing it to freely
increase in diameter upon elongation in length. The position
of the carriage was measured using a laser displacement
sensor (LK-G512 and LKGD500, Keyence). Both elongation
force and displacement readings were recorded using a data
acquisition system (USB-6001, National Instruments) at a
frequency of 1000Hz. The experiment was repeated 10 times
for each design.
Each experiment was recorded on video (DMC-G80, Pana-
sonic) at a constant rate of 60fps. Individual frames from the
video were then analysed in MATLAB using a computer
vision program to extract the diameter of the complete
structure (defined as the maximum span of a 2cm wide region
in the middle of the structure) as it changed with its entire
length.
IV. RESULTS
A. Deformation of the Structure
A close up of the structure’s deformation upon elongation
in length for the four designs is shown in fig. 4. In the case
of the re-entrant sinusoids (A and B in fig. 4), the curved
edges straightened out during elongation. This can be seen
as a rotation of the square patches in the case of the second
design. In the third design, a three-dimensional buckling of
the structure was observed. In the final design, curving of
elements forming the re-entrant portion of the structure was
seen.
Fig. 4. Configuration of the structure at rest (left) and after elongation
(right) for the four designs considered: (A) re-entrant sinusoid, (B) modified
re-entrant sinusoid, (C) re-entrant hexagon oriented along the axis and (D)
re-entrant hexagon oriented perpendicular to the axis.
B. Force-Elongation Relationship
The relation between elongation force and elongation in
length is shown in fig. 5. Both the re-entrant sinusoid (A)
and modified re-entrant sinusoid (B) exhibit stiffening, with
the latter more stiffening at a smaller elongation. This is
expected as the points of rotation (P in fig. 2b) were designed
to be stiffer in B. In the case of the re-entrant hexagons, two
distinct behaviours are observed based on the orientation of
the pattern in the cylinder. In the case of the pattern oriented
along the axis of the cylinder (C), a stiffening behaviour is
observed initially, followed by a softening of the structure.
This can be attributed to the out of plane deformation that
was observed in the structure (C in fig. 4 (right)). The
relation between elongation force and elongation in length is
approximately linear in the final case (D) where the structure
was oriented perpendicular to the axis. A gentle stiffening
was observed at larger elongations due to deformation of
the re-entrant beam elements (D in fig. 4 (right)). The low
standard deviation in all the cases demonstrates that the
behaviour is repeatable.
Fig. 5. Relation between elongation force and elongation for the four
auxetic designs considered: (A) re-entrant sinusoid, (B) modified re-entrant
sinusoid, (C) re-entrant hexagon oriented along the axis and (D) re-entrant
hexagon oriented perpendicular to the axis. The dotted lines indicate
recorded data, the solid red line indicate the mean of 10 trials and the
thin solid lines indicate one standard deviation away from the mean.
C. Diameter-Length Relationship
The relation between normalised change in diameter and
normalised change in length for the four auxetic structures
is shown in fig. 6. In all the cases, the relation was found
to be linear. The negative of the slope of the curve can be
interpreted as an equivalent Poisson’s ratio for the structure
since the Poisson’s ratio defined for non-auxetic structures
considers a decrease in dimension perpendicular to that
of extension rather than an increase as seen here. These
values are reported in table I. They are comparable to those
presented in [13] for flat sheets; -0.81 for the re-entrant
sinusoid and -0.34 for the re-entrant hexagon when the
orientation is perpendicular to the axis. Elastomers are the
predominant soft robotic material and are widely considered
to have a Poisson’s ratio approximately equal to 0.5.
V. DISCUSSION
The behaviour of the four different TAC structures studied
show similarities as well as differences. The relation between
elongation force and displacement (fig. 5) is an indication
Fig. 6. Relation between normalised change in diameter and normalised
change in length for the four auxetic designs considered: (A) re-entrant
sinusoid, (B) modified re-entrant sinusoid, (C) re-entrant hexagon oriented
along the axis and (D) re-entrant hexagon oriented perpendicular to the axis.
Design Equivalent Poisson’s ratio
(A) Re-entrant sinusoid -0.90 ± 0.01
(B) Modified re-entrant sinusoid -0.76 ± 0.08
(C) Re-entrant hexagon ‖ axis -2.09 ± 0.05
(D) Re-entrant hexagon ⊥ axis -0.33 ± 0.01
TABLE I
EQUIVALENT POISSON’S RATIO FOR THE FOUR AUXETIC STRUCTURES.
of the effective Young’s modulus. Here we present the
elongation force instead of the stress because it is not trivial
to determine the area of cross section, which changes as the
structure elongates and the material is stretched. The relation
between the normalised change in diameter and normalised
change in length (fig. 6) is an indication of the Poisson’s
ratio.
The two re-entrant sinusoid structures (A and B in fig. 1)
showed the most similarities. In the case of the elongation
force measurement with elongation of the structure (fig. 5),
the shape of the curves are the same, but with a steeper
curve seen for the modified re-entrant sinusoid (B) compared
with the original re-entrant sinusoid (A). This is due to
the enlarged rotation points (point P in fig. 2) making the
structure stiffer overall. It may be deduced that structures
with stiffness in the range between these two curves can be
obtained by changing the amount of material at the points
of rotation. The equivalent Poisson’s ratios (table I) for both
are similar at a value close to -1. In fig. 6 the curves follow
the same trajectory which reinforces this similarity, where
the modified re-entrant sinusoid shows a smaller change in
length and diameter, again due to its increased stiffness.
The larger proportion of solid surface area in the modi-
fied re-entrant sinusiod (B) relative to (A), also highlights
the potential for design control over relative areal porosity
change during expansion. For example, a 10% extension in
length generates a relative surface porosity increase of 12%
in B and 5% in A.
The two re-entrant hexagonal structures (C and D in fig.
1), though they are the exact same structure, show very
different properties due to their different alignment relative
to the axis of the cylinder. The re-entrant hexagon orientated
perpendicular to the axis (D) is most comparable to the
re-entrant sinusoid designs, where the relation between the
elongation force and elongation (fig. 5) is slightly more
linear. The re-entrant hexagon orientated along the axis (C),
however, shows a rather different relation between elongation
force and elongation. Initially it shows stiffening similar
to the modified re-entrant sinusoid (B). The structure then
softens owing to the out of plane deformation of the parallel
rods (C in fig. 4, right). This could be attributed to high
stress concentration in the angular joints and the curving
out of the structure to attain a minimal energy state. This
is an interesting behaviour and can potentially be exploited
for locomotion [29]. This is not observed in the other
structures due to the nature of the design which provides a
continuous beam from one end to the other, thus preventing
out of plane deformation. A detailed investigation will be
addressed in a future work. The equivalent Poisson’s ratios
are also very different. The former (D) demonstrates a large
equivalent Poisson’s ratio at -2, approximately twice that of
the re-entrant sinusoid structures. When the same structure
is orientated at 90◦ (C), the equivalent Poisson’s ratio is less
than a quarter at -0.33.
Interesting to note are the behavioural differences between
the two tiling families. Elongation in structures A and B is
due to the points of rotation (point P in fig. 2) where the
re-entrant angle (θ in fig. 2) remains constant. Elongation
of structures C and D however is due to a change in the
re-entrant angle. This relationship between re-entrant angle
and elongation of the structure will be investigated in future
work.
Throughout analysis of the experimental results, it was
assumed that the behavioural properties were as a result of
the hinges in the structural design alone. Future work will
look at the combined behaviours of structural expansion and
material extension.
The behaviour of the TACs can be compared to that of
other classes of soft robotic structures. Here we compare
the conceptual relation between diameter and length. The
structures chosen for comparison are McKibben actuators,
ideal balloon, standard bellows, hyperelastic bellows (HEB,
[30]) and solid elastomers. This comparison is shown in fig.
7. The behaviour of the auxetic structure is linear and is
similar to that of an ideal balloon. The slope of the curve can
be tuned and various structures display varied magnitudes of
steepness (fig. 6). Unlike in the case of the HEB, there is
no region of decoupling between length and diameter. Both
these dimensions increase or decrease simultaneously.
VI. SOFT ROBOTIC APPLICATION
To demonstrate a conceptual application of TACs to the
design of soft robots, we considered the case of an auxetic
cylindrical unit moving through a pipe. The design in this
case was along the lines of the modified re-entrant sinusoid.
Fig. 7. Comparison of TACs with various classes of structures showing
the conceptual relation between diameter and length during actuation. All
structures are assumed to have an initial length of lo and diameter do.
Adapted from [30].
However, the design is slightly different from that presented
in sec. II-B in terms of the configuration at rest. The
design presented previously was 3D printed in a contracted
configuration (fig. 4B, left) whereas the design considered
here was printed in an expanded configuration similar to
that in the elongated state shown in fig. 4B (right). This
implies that the structure is expanded in its natural resting
configuration and is an example of how the zero energy state
can be controlled. In this configuration, the elastic biasing
force will drive it towards expansion. The initial diameter of
this structure was 45mm and it could contract to 35mm.
The structure was made to move through an acrylic pipe,
the internal diameter of which was 45mm, sufficiently large
to accommodate it in its rest configuration. Motion was
achieved through an external longitudinal force. A constric-
tion to motion was provided in the form of a decrease
in diameter of the pipe. This was achieved using a 3D
printed conical part. At the other end of the constriction,
a second pipe of smaller diameter (35mm) was attached that
allowed the structure to pass through only in its contracted
configuration but not in its expanded configuration.
As the structure moves through the constriction, reactive
forces from the walls of the constriction acting on the
structure cause a contraction in length which result in a
reduction in diameter, thus allowing the structure to pass
through. The change in configuration of the auxetic can
be clearly seen in fig. 8. In the larger diameter tube, the
structure is in a fully expanded configuration (fig. 8A). This
is followed by a partially contracted configuration in the
constriction (fig. 8B) and a fully contracted configuration
in the smaller pipe (fig. 8C).
In this demonstration, the change in shape is not actively
controlled but is caused by the structure reacting to a change
in the environment in which it is operating. In this sense,
the design of the structure is contributing to its control. In
other scenarios, where active control of shape is desired,
the auxetic structure can still provide this ability. This is an
advantage over soft robot designs that purely depend on soft
material to passively conform to objects that they interact
with.
Fig. 8. Demonstration of the change in shape of an auxetic cylinder as
it moves through a constricted space. The structure is in its fully expanded
configuration in the wider region (A), partially contracted in the constriction
(B) and fully contacted in the smaller tubular region (C).
The internal foam prevents buckling of the structure on
compression, however we believe that it does not contribute
to the auxetic behaviour. Further study will look at character-
ising these TACs printed in various states of expansion. This
demonstration illustrates the potential use of these TACs for
pipe inspection or cleaning, where the structure still allows
flow through the pipe.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated TACs; a tiling pattern
based approach to the design of cylindrical auxetic structures.
We focused on two particular designs, the re-entrant sinusoid
and the re-entrant hexagon. We characterised the structures
in terms of the elongation force and diameter as they change
with elongation. Our analysis showed that a minor modi-
fication of the design within the same family of tiling can
result in a significant difference in behaviour. In addition, we
showed the emergence of variation in behaviour by simply
altering the orientation of the pattern within the structure.
The tiling based approach is amenable to parameterisation.
This allows for tuning the design to achieve a desired
mechanical response. Following this work, there is scope
for more study. Transition between multiple designs within
the same structure and the impact of this on mechanical
properties will also be studied in future work. Regions with
varying stiffness could potentially be created at specific
locations on the structure leading to interesting and emergent
macroscopic behaviours. The rest configuration of the 3D
printed structure affects its stiffness. The preference for a
more contracted or more expanded configuration could be
exploited in the design of a robot. This is another topic for
investigation.
The conceptual demonstration of a soft robot application
showed the reactive change in shape of the auxetic structure
when moving through a constriction. This property has
potential applications in robots designed to move through
confined spaces such as in the human body and subterranean
exploration where the robot can reconfigure itself relative to
its surroundings with minimal complexity of control.
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